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Polarization imaging finds applications in many areas, such as photoelasticity, ellipsometry, and biomedical
imaging. A compact, snapshot, and high-efficiency imaging polarimeter is highly desirable for many applications.
Here, based on a single multifunctional geometric phase optical element (GPOE), a new method is proposed for
high-efficiency snapshot imaging polarimetry. With tailored spatially varying orientation of each anisotropic unit
cell, the GPOE works highly efficiently as both a spin sorter and a half-wave plate, enabling snapshot retrieving of
a full Stokes vector of incident light. The designed GPOE is implemented in the form of liquid crystal fabricated
with a photo-alignment technology, and its application in imaging polarimetry is experimentally demonstrated by
retrieving full Stokes parameters of a cylinder vector beam. This method can also work in the form of plasmonic or
dielectric metasurfaces, enabling ultra-compact polarization detection systems by monolithic integration with
other devices such as metalenses. © 2019 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.7.001066

1. INTRODUCTION

Polarization is an intrinsic and important property of light.
Polarization-resolved detection allows acquiring lots of infor-
mation on the investigated objects, such as refractive index,
shapes, texture, and birefringence/charity (circular dichroism).
Therefore, polarization-resolved imaging plays important
roles not only in conventional applications such as photo-
elasticity, ophthalmology, ellipsometry, and bio-imaging, but
also in recently developed areas such as generalized laser beam
profiling [1,2], quantum state tomography [3], and optical
communication [4]. Recently, to investigate ultrafast polariza-
tion-related optical phenomena and interactions [5,6], the
snapshot polarimetric imaging system has become an urgent
requirement. Although many efforts have been devoted to de-
signing such a snapshot imaging polarimeter [7–9], most
existing imaging polarimeters suffer more or less from limita-
tions in terms of completeness of polarization information, ef-
ficiency, field of view, angular resolution, compactness, etc.
Gori proposed a method for polarimetry using polarization gra-
tings [10], where spin-dependent light response was used to
retrieve a circular Stokes parameter efficiently and robustly.
Since then, many efforts [11–14] have been devoted to inves-
tigating high-efficiency polarimetry based on polarization
gratings. However, due to the limited functions realized
by polarization gratings, high-efficiency snapshot full Stokes

polarimeters and imaging polarimeters with a compact setup
are still big challenges.

In recent years, there has been ever-growing interest in com-
pact polarimetry based on a geometric phase optical element
(GPOE) and metasurface [15–22], due to the recent advances
in design methods for beam manipulation [19,23,24] and de-
velopment of fabrication technologies [25–28]. However, most
of the demonstrations employ either segmented or interleaved
design strategies. Due to the inherent limitations of these strat-
egies [19] (e.g., small angular resolution, low optical efficiency,
and deleterious crosstalk noise), it is generally difficult to gen-
eralize the existing demonstrations to imaging polarimetry. To
date, only a few works on metasurface-based imaging polarim-
etry have been reported [29,30], with limited spatial resolution
due to the segmented design. Opposite to the segmented and
interleaved designs, harmonic response designs possess merits
of both high efficiency and high angular resolution [19].
To the best of our knowledge, imaging polarimetry based
on a harmonic response metasurface or GPOE has not yet been
demonstrated.

Here, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a novel
multifunctional GPOE for high-efficiency snapshot imaging
polarimetry. The GPOE is designed to be a harmonic response
with an algorithm [24] that controls both diffraction amplitude
and phase of light beams, and is capable of working as a spin
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sorter and a half-wave plate (HWP) simultaneously. We show
that such a multifunctional GPOE enables snapshot full Stokes
parameters retrieved by measuring far-field intensities of light
beams emerging from the GPOE. Due to the harmonic re-
sponse of the designed GPOE [19], the proposed imaging
polarimeter shows advantages of high efficiency and high
angular resolution, both of which are vital for polarimetric
imaging systems. Furthermore, since geometric phase is solely
determined by geometrical orientation of unit cells, the
designed GPOE is broadband, robust, simply fabricated, and
scalable to other electromagnetic spectra. The operation prin-
ciple of the GPOE is illustrated analytically in detail, followed
by numerical demonstration. To experimentally demonstrate
GPOE-based imaging polarimetry, a GPOE is fabricated with
photo-alignment liquid crystal (LC) technology [31,32] and
used to retrieve full Stokes parameters of a cylinder vector beam
[32], which has spatially varying states of polarization. The pro-
posed GPOE imaging polarimeter is robust, passive, compact,
and highly efficient, and thus could find applications in a
wide variety of fields, such as photoelasticity, ophthalmology,
ellipsometry, remote sensing, bio-imaging, ultra-fast light–
matter interactions, nanophotonics, optical communications,
and quantum optics.

2. DESIGN AND PRINCIPLE

We first introduce the desired functions of the GPOE. The
multifunctional GPOE is essentially a periodic diffractive
optical element that controls the polarization state of each dif-
fraction order. As shown in Fig. 1(a), for an arbitrary elliptically
polarized incident light, the GPOE is designed to generate four
dominant diffraction orders. For the two high-diffraction
orders (�3 orders), the GPOE works as a spin sorter, enabling
spatial separation of left- and right-circular polarization (LCP
and RCP) components of light, and thus achieves detection of
jEl j and jEr j components of the incident light. For the two
low-diffraction orders (�1 orders), the GPOE works as an
HWP with the fast axis along the x axis and therefore generates
a mirrored polarization ellipse of the incident light about the

x axis, as shown in Fig. 1(b). We can see that 0° linear polari-
zation components jExj of the two ellipses are the same, while
the 45° linear polarization component jEuj of the diffraction
ellipse (blue dashed line) has the same value as the −45° linear
polarization component jEvj of the incident ellipse (red dashed
line). Thus, we can obtain the jExj and jEvj components of
incident light by measuring the light intensities of �1 orders
transmitted through 0° and 45° linear polarizers, respectively.
With the four components jEl j, jEr j, jEx j, and jEuj deter-
mined at a single snapshot, full Stokes parameters can be
calculated with simple algebra calculation [20]. Finally, com-
plete polarization imaging of incident light can be achieved
by mapping full Stokes parameters of each point in the beam
profile of the incident light.

Next, we show how to achieve the above functions with a
single GPOE device. We find that such a multifunctional
GPOE can be designed with an optimized scalar phase profile
φ�x� through controlling diffraction amplitudes and phases.
To obtain the desired φ�x�, a semi-analytical algorithm [24]
is used to maximize diffraction efficiency with constraint con-
ditions on complex diffraction coefficients Dm as jD−3j �
jD−1j and D�1 � �D−1�� (see Appendix A for the detailed op-
timization method). The optimized phase profile φ�x� is given
by tan�φ�x�	 � 2 sin�2kPx� cos�kPx�−μ sin�kPx�

2 sin�2kPx� sin�kPx��μ cos�kPx�, where μ � 0.7527,
kP � 2π∕P is the equivalent wave-vector, and P is the period
length.

In the following, we analyze the polarization response of
GPOE with the designed phase profile φ�x� and show its
applications in polarimetry and polarimetric imaging.

The polarization response of the GPOE is calculated with
Jones calculus under the paraxial approximation [33]. The
method is simple yet instructive, and can be extended for
incompletely polarized or incoherent light [11]. The GPOE
can be modeled as an array of wave plates with spatially varying
slow-axis orientations. A half-wave birefringence retardation is
preferred to maximize diffraction efficiency [33]. The corre-
sponding Jones matrix is

J�x� �
�
cos 2θ sin 2θ
sin 2θ − cos 2θ

�
, (1)

where θ�x� � φ�x�∕2 is the slow-axis orientation of each unit
cell with respect to the x axis. The Jones vector of each diffrac-
tion order in the far field can be calculated as

Em � 1∕P
Z

P∕2

−P∕2
J�x�E in exp�−imkpx�dx, (2)

where E in � �Ex
0, E

y
0	T represents the Jones vector of incident

light, and m is the diffraction order. It is instructive to rewrite
the Jones vectors of the incident and output light in the helicity
basis as

jE ini � c1jLi � c2jRi,
jEmi � DL

mc1jRi � DR
mc2jLi, (3)

where DL
m and DR

m denote diffraction coefficients for LCP and
RCP incident light, respectively. It can be shown from Eq. (2)
that

DR
m � �DL

−m�� (4)

Fig. 1. Schematic of operation principle of the GPOE for polarim-
etry. (a) The GPOE is designed to work as a spin sorter for high (�3)
and a half-wave plate for low (�1) diffraction orders, respectively.
(b) Polarization ellipses of the incident light (red) and low-order dif-
fraction beams (blue) are mirrored with each other about the x axis.
Red (blue) dashed lines indicate amplitude of field components Ev at
−45° (Eu at 45°) of the incident (�1 orders) beams.
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is always satisfied, due to the opposite geometric phase imposed
on LCP and RCP light.

In Table 1, we give an example of calculated complex
diffraction coefficients of GPOE for LCP and RCP incident
light (see analytical results in Appendix A). We find that
DL

�1 � �DL
−1��, i.e., the�1 orders for LCP light have the same

diffraction amplitude but opposite phase. This condition, com-
bined with Eqs. (3) and (4), can be used to derive the polari-
zation state of the �1 orders as jE�1i � DL

−1�c1jRi � c2jLi�.
Thus, for the �1 orders, the function of the GPOE can be
described by a Jones matrix in the circular polarization basis

as
h
0 1
1 0

i
, representing an HWP with the fast axis along

the x axis. The equivalent wave plate is exactly one of the de-
sired functions of GPOE shown in Fig. 1. For the �3 orders,
Table 1 shows that jDL

−3j ≫ jDL
�3j, combined with Eq. (4),

indicating a spin-dependent angular deflection fulfills the spin
sorting function of the desired GPOE. This spin sorting prop-
erty of GPOE is due to intrinsic photonics spin-orbital inter-
action [27,28,34,35] and has been used to retrieve S0 and S3
Stokes parameters [11,17,36]. In Table 1, the total diffraction
efficiency η � P

mjDL
mj2 (m � �1, �3) is as high as 94.4%

and is independent of the polarization state of incident light,
enabling high-efficiency retrieving of full Stokes parameters.
We notice that the efficiency can be further improved by
releasing the constraint on the diffraction amplitude of high
orders [37].

For an arbitrary polarized incident light, the retrieved
full Stokes vector �S0, S1, S2, S3	T can be calculated (see
Appendix B) using Eqs. (3) and (4) and detected intensities
of the four diffraction orders as

S0 � �I −3 � I 3�∕�jDL
−3j2 � jDL

�3j2�,
S1 � 2I −1∕jDL

−1j2 − S0,
S2 � S0 − 2I�1∕jDL

�1j2,
S3 � �I −3 − I�3�∕�jDL

−3j2 − jDL
�3j2�, (5)

where I�3 are intensities of the high orders, and I�1 are inten-
sities of the low orders transmitted through 45° and 0° linear
polarizers, respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To study performance of the designed GPOE, in Figs. 2(a)–2(d),
we show theoretically calculated polarization response of the
above designed GPOE for incident light with LCP, RCP,
0°, and 45° linear polarization (LP), respectively. The polariza-
tion ellipses and diffraction intensities of each diffraction order
through GPOE are shown in the top and middle panels of each
figure, respectively. For �3 orders in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the
GPOE not only changes the helicity of the incident light, but

also induces a helicity-dependent unidirectional diffraction pat-
tern, and thus functions as a spin sorter. We notice that for the
�3 orders in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), the polarization ellipses of�3
orders are not perfectly circular due to the non-zero value of
DL

�3, which has been taken into account in retrieving Stokes
parameters (see Appendix B). For �1 orders, the diffraction
intensities and polarization ellipses are always the same since
jDL

−1j � jDL
�1j, and the polarization ellipses are always mir-

rored with that of the incident light (insets of bottom panels),
indicating the HWP function of the GPOE. In the bottom
panels of each figure, we show light intensities at the detection
plane with �1 orders passing through 45° and 0° linear polar-
izers. The total optical efficiency for each incident polarization
can be calculated by summing the intensities in the bottom
panels of Figs. 2(a)–2(d), and the results are 63.6%, 63.6%,
79.0%, and 48.2%, respectively. The optical efficiency for
completely unpolarized light is 63.6%, much higher than
the efficiency of previously reported polarimeters composed
of linear and circular polarizers (maximal efficiency 50%)
[38,39], since only light of�1 orders passes through polarizers
with some power loss. With Eq. (5) and the intensities in
the bottom panels, we can retrieve the Stokes vectors for
Figs. 2(a)–2(d) as �1, 0, 0, 1	T , �1, 0, 0, − 1	T , �1, 1, 0, 0	T , and
�1, 0, 1, 0	T , respectively, in good agreement with the polariza-
tion states of the four incident lights.

Next, we show how to achieve polarization imaging with the
GPOE. In Fig. 3(a), we schematically show the optical configu-
ration for polarization imaging calculation. It is a simplified im-
aging system consisting of two lenses. The first lens transforms
light from each point of a scene into its angular spectrum. The
angular spectrum transmits through the designed GPOE and

Table 1. Complex Coefficients of the Four Dominated
Diffraction Orders (m � �1, �3) for LCP, RCP Incident
Light

Order −3 −1 +1 +3

LCP DL −0.5554 0.5554 0.5554 0.1374
RCP DR 0.1374 0.5554 0.5554 −0.5554

Fig. 2. Calculated intensities and polarization states of the diffrac-
tion orders (�1, �3) through GPOE for the incident light with
(a) LCP, (b) RCP, (c) 0°, and (d) 45° LP, respectively. In each sub-
figure, polarization ellipses and intensities are shown in top and middle
panels, while the bottom panels show intensities through 0° and 45°
polarizers indicated by gray circles and arrows.
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then is focused by the other lens to the image plane where �1
order regions are covered with 45° and 0° linear polarizers (gray
areas in right dotted box).

To show the function of the polarization imaging system, we
theoretically calculated an example, where the scene is com-
posed of six areas (gratings and spirals in left dashed box).
Each area emits light with a binary intensity pattern (black
for 1 and white for 0) and an unique polarization state from
top to bottom, 0°, 90°, 45°, and −45° LP, LCP and RCP,
respectively. A map of the calculated intensity at the image
plane is shown in Fig. 3(b). For each diffraction order, the in-
tensity map shows a distinct pattern with a specific “missing”
area, where light intensity is (nearly) zero, in agreement with
the corresponding results in Fig. 2. The distinct patterns illus-
trate explicit polarization imaging capability of the proposed
GPOE-based imaging polarimetry. In Fig. 3(c), we present
retrieved full Stokes parameters S0–S3 (from left to right
panels) of the incident light, by inserting the intensity map
in Fig. 3(b) into Eq. (5). We find that the retrieved Stokes
vectors of the six regions are �1, 1, 0, 0	T , �1, −1, 0, 0	T ,
�1, 0, 1, 0	T , �1, 0, −1, 0	T , �1, 0, 0, 1	T , and �1, 0, 0, −1	T ,
respectively, in good agreement with the polarization distribu-
tions of the incident scene.

To experimentally realize the GPOE device, we choose
the liquid crystal (LC) material, where the designed geometric
phase is encoded into in-plane orientation of anisotropic LC.
To evaluate the performance of LC-based GPOE before fab-
rication, we performed full electromagnetic simulations with
the finite-difference time-domain method (Lumerical FDTD
Solutions). In the simulations, nematic LC E7 was modeled
[40–43] as an in-plane uniaxial anisotropy medium with spa-
tially varying permittivity tensors. The ordinary and extraordi-
nary refractive indices of LC were set as no � 1.5113 and ne �
1.7137, respectively. The thickness t of the LC layer fulfilled
�ne − no�t � 3λ∕2 to introduce a retardation of half-wave at
design wavelength λ � 780 nm. A single period (P � 32 μm,

composed of 16 unit cells) was simulated along with periodic
boundary condition and normal light incidence. An anti-
reflection layer with a refractive index na � �no � ne�∕2 and
thickness λ∕4na was used to reduce reflection at the air–LC
interface, resulting in transmittances as high as 98.7%, almost
polarization independent. Far-field intensities were calculated
by near-to-far-field projection of the electric field transmitted
through the LC layer. After normalization to far-field intensity
without LC, complex diffraction coefficients were obtained. In
Figs. 4(a)–4(d), polarization ellipses (diffraction intensities) are
shown in top (bottom) panels for the incident light of LCP,
RCP, 0°, and 45° LP, respectively. The polarization ellipses
are slightly different from the ideal case in Fig. 2, i.e., ellipticity
for all orders in Figs. 4(a)–4(d) and low orders in Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d) are not exactly zero. The deviations might be
due to the slightly different transmission amplitudes (see inten-
sities in bottom panels) introduced by large index contrast
between no and ne . The diffraction efficiency (sum of I x
and I y) for each order in Fig. 4 is almost the same as the
results in Fig. 2, demonstrating the capability of LC GPOE
for high-efficiency polarization measurement. The retrieved
normalized Stokes vectors for the four incident polarizations
are �1, −0.015, 0.006, 0.999	T , �1, −0.007, 0.013, −0.999	T ,
�1, 0.973, 0.013, 0	T , and �1, −0.01, 1.00, 0.014	T , respec-
tively, agreeing well with the corresponding theoretical values
of the incident light.

The designed LC GPOE was fabricated with a dynamic
micro-lithography technology [31,32]. The technology has been
used to demonstrate various functional GPOEs [28,40,44,45]
and is well suited for imaging applications due to high transmis-
sivity over a broadband spectrum, large aperture, tunable retar-
dation with an applied voltage, and high optical damage
threshold [31]. One period of the fabricated GPOE consists of
64 pixels; each pixel size is about 2 μm × 2 μm. The polarization
microscope image of the fabricated GPOE is shown in the inset

Fig. 3. Numerical demonstration of imaging polarimetry based on
theGPOE. (a) Schematic of the optical configuration in the calculation.
The scene with six areas of different polarizations is shown in left dashed
box. (b) Calculated intensity map at the image plane. (c) Retrieved
Stokes parameters S0 − S3 (left to right panels) of the light.

Fig. 4. Polarization beam splitting of the designed LC GPOE for
(a) LCP, (b) RCP, (c) 0°, and (d) 45° LP incident light, respectively.
Top panels: polarization ellipses; bottom panels: diffraction intensities
of Ex (blue solid line) and Ey (red solid line) components. Incident
polarizations are shown in the insets.
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of Fig. 5(a). The clear aperture of the fabricated GPOE consists
of 1920 × 1080 pixels, roughly 3.8mm × 2mm, which is large
enough for some applications such as microscopy and endos-
copy. In addition, phase quantization into 17 levels was carried
out, and had negligible influence on complex diffraction coef-
ficients (see Fig. 7 in Appendix A).

A simple optical experimental setup was built to characterize
polarization response of the fabricated LC GPOE, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). A polarization generator consisting of a polarizer (P),
half-wave plate (HWP), and quarter-wave plate (QWP) was
adopted to generate the desired incident polarization. A polarizer
was placed in front of the CCD in order to measure the desired
intensity components. The experimentally measured diffraction
patterns are shown in Fig. 5(b) for LCP, RCP, 0°, and 45° LP
incident light (from top to bottom). The measured diffraction
patterns are similar to the bottom panels in Fig. 2 qualitatively. It
is noted that the non-zero intensity of zero order is due to
overfilling of the GPOE and slight deviation from half-
wave retardation. By inserting the detected intensities of each
diffraction order into Eq. (5), we obtain the Stokes vectors
as �1, 0.124, −0.088, 0.978	T , �1, 0.114, −0.167, −0.980	T ,
�1, 1.044, −0.226, 0.008	T , and �1, −0.212, 0.823, 0.017	T .
The experimental results of retrieved Stokes vectors show a trend
similar to the above theoretical results but with some deviation,
due mainly to fabrication imperfection, alignment, and calibra-
tion of optical components [46,47], and also polarization-
sensitive Fresnel transmission due to slightly oblique incidence.
To further improve the experimental results, a calibration pro-
cess [38,39] that compensates all system errors is considered (see
Appendix C for more results and calibration).

To experimentally demonstrate an imaging polarimeter based
on the GPOE, we employed a cylinder vector beam (CVB)

as incident light, which has complex amplitude and polarization
distributions, and retrieved its full Stokes parameters. A CVB
[48] can generally be described with a Jones vector:

A�r, q��cos�qθ� α0�, sin�qθ� α0�	T , (6)

where A�r, q� is the beam intensity profile, q is the azimuthal
topological charge, θ is the azimuthal angle, and α0 determines
the polarization state on a high-order Poincaré sphere. Here, a
two-order CVB was generated by transmitting LP light through
a commercial vortex retarder (see Appendix D for a schematic of
the experimental setup). The parameter α0 is estimated to be
α0 � 0 from the captured intensities of different field compo-
nents of the generated CVB (see Appendix D). By inserting the
GPOE after the vortex retarder, we experimentally detected an
intensity map of each diffraction order for the incident CVB, as
shown in Fig. 6(a). For high-diffraction orders, the intensity pat-
terns show a donut-like shape, which is reasonable, since the
generated CVB is linearly polarized (thus equal circular polari-
zation components) at each point of beam cross section [see
black arrows in left panel of Fig. 6(b)]. For low orders, the in-
tensity patterns are very similar to the I x and I v of the incident
CVB (see Appendix D). The residual zero-order transmission is
due to non-ideal retardation and can be eliminated with proper
bias voltage. In Fig. 6(b), the theoretical Stokes parameters S0 −
S3 of an ideal CVB are shown, while in Fig. 6(c), the experimen-
tally retrieved Stokes parameters are compared. For the S1 and S2
parameters, the petal patterns in Fig. 6(c) have almost the same
shape as that in Fig. 6(b). For the S3 parameter, the theoretical
values in Fig. 6(b) are zero; however, the retrieved S3 values in
Fig. 6(c) are non-zero. The departure is due to imaging aberra-
tion for high-diffraction order, which can be seen definitely in
Fig. 6(a). The imaging aberration also leads to some deviation of
intensity maps (S0) from a perfect donut shape.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have designed a multifunctional GPOE for
high-efficiency snapshot imaging polarimetry. The designed

Fig. 5. (a) Optical setup for a polarimeter based on GPOE. A polari-
zation microscope image of the fabricated LC-GPOE is shown as the
inset. (b) Experimentally detected intensity maps for the incident light
of LCP, RCP, 0°, and 45° linear polarization (from top to bottom).
The incident polarizations are shown in the left column.

Fig. 6. Polarization imaging of a CVB beam. (a) Light intensities of
each diffraction order captured by CCD. (b) Theoretical results of
Stokes parameters S0 − S3 of an ideal second-order CVB; arrows
in the left panel indicate polarization ellipses at each position.
(c) Experimental results of retrieved Stokes parameters S0 − S3 for
the generated CVB beam.
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GPOE behaves as spin sorter for high-diffraction orders and
HWP for low-diffraction orders, obtained by controlling both
amplitude and phase of complex diffraction coefficients. We
implemented the GPOE in the form of photo-alignment
nematic LC and experimentally demonstrated its polarimetric
imaging capability by mapping the complex polarization distri-
bution of a two-order CVB.

In addition, we should note that although the GPOE is de-
signed for a high-efficiency imaging polarimeter in this article,
the device could be easily modified for various applications, such
as in-line nonintrusive light beammonitoring. One advantage of
the GPOE is the retardation-independent functions for non-
zero diffraction orders [33,49], i.e., the functions of the GPOE
are determined fully by geometric orientation. When the retar-
dation departs from half-wave, only a portion of light beams
experiences geometric phase, while the other part transmits di-
rectly throughGPOEwithout any change in normalized profiles
of intensity, phase, or polarization. This peculiar property of
GPOE [33] could be valuable for applications where in situ non-
intrusive monitoring of light beams [50] are vital, such as real-
timemonitoring of laser beams and augmented reality. Thus, the
GPOE device could be used for in-line nondestructive light
beam monitoring by altering the effective retardation of
GPOE. For the case of GPOE based on LC, the retardation can
be modified by applying an appropriate voltage on the device.

As another consequence of its geometric nature, the func-
tions of GPOE can be robust and broadband. Due to inherent
diffraction angle dispersion, the GPOE could be well
adopted in designing a snapshot imaging spectral polarimeter
[20,21,50,51]. Alternatively, a broadband achromatic optical
metasurface [52] could be designed for full-color imaging polar-
imetry. The design method shown here can be implemented in
forms of plasmonic/dielectric metasurfaces [53] and other com-
pact forms of GPOE [26], which have subwavelength thickness
and can be fabricated with CMOS compatible techniques
[53,54]. Furthermore, monolithic integration with other opti-
cal elements such as metalenses is also feasible [26,29,55,56],
enabling a series of ultra-compact and mass-producible polari-
zation detection and imaging systems.

APPENDIX A: PHASE DESIGN ALGORITHM,
DIFFRACTION COEFFICIENTS, AND PHASE
QUANTIZATION

To design the desired phase distribution, we follow the proce-
dures in Ref. [24]. The least square problem shown in the fol-
lowing is first solved with a goal to maximize total diffraction
efficiency η by adjusting the optimization variable α:

P�x� � cos�−3kPx � α� � cos�−x� � cos�x�,
Q�x� � sin�−3kPx � α� � sin�−x� � sin�x�,

tan�φ�x�	 � Q�x�
P�x� ,

Dm �
Z

P∕2

−P∕2
exp�iφ�x�	 exp�−imkpx	dx,

η �
X−3, −1, 1
m

jDmj2:

In the above equations, φ�x� is the desired phase distribution,
and Dm is the diffraction coefficients of order m. We find that,
through a MATLAB script, when α � π, the goal is achieved.
Next, a Lagrange multiplier μ is introduced, and after some
simplification, P�x� and Q�x� can be expressed as

P�x� � 2 sin�2kPx� sin�kPx� � μ cos�−x�,
Q�x� � 2 sin�2kPx� cos�kPx� � μ sin�−x�:

Finally, diffraction efficiency can be maximized under the con-
straints jD−3j � jD−1j and D−1 � �D�1��. The maximum dif-
fraction efficiency is found to be 92.6% when μ � 0.7527.
The optimized phase distribution is shown in Fig. 7(a) as a
green dashed line. In Fig. 7(b), we show the complex diffraction
coefficients for the dominated order (green solid dots). As seen,
the results satisfy the desired diffraction pattern jD−3j � jD−1j
and D−1 � �D�1��. The complex diffraction coefficients can
also be calculated analytically as

DL
−3 � μ∕π�K �−4∕μ2� − E�−4∕μ2�	,

DL
−1 � 2∕πK �−4∕μ2�,

DL
�1 � μ∕π�E�−4∕μ2� − K �−4∕μ2�	,

DL
�3 � μ2∕2π�−2E�−4∕μ2� � �2� 4∕μ2�K �−4∕μ2�	,

where K and E denote the complete elliptic integrals of the first
and second kinds.

To facilitate the fabrication of LC GPOE, the phase profile
φ�x� is discretized into 17 levels, indicated by the orange dots
in Fig. 7(a). The complex diffraction coefficients of the discre-
tized phase are shown in Fig. 7(b) as orange circled pluses. As
seen, the complex diffraction coefficients of the discretized
phase agree well with the analytical results.

APPENDIX B: RETRIEVING THE FULL STOKES
VECTOR

According to Eq. (3) in the main text, the polarization state
of the �3 orders is jEmi � DL

mc1jRi � DR
mc2jLi. The diffrac-

tion intensity of the �3 orders can be calculated as
I�3�hE�3jE�3i� jDL

�3c1j2�jDR
�3c2j2. Considering Eq. (4)

in the main text, we can obtain the following equation:

Fig. 7. (a) Analytical (green solid line) and discretized (orange dots)
phase profile of the designed GPOE. (b) Intensity (top panel) and
phase (bottom panel) of the dominated diffraction orders (�1,
�3) for the analytical (green dots) and discretized (orange circled
pluses) phase profile.
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I −3 � I�3 � S0�jDL
−3j2 � jDL

�3j2�,
I −3 − I�3 � S3�jDL

−3j2 − jDL
�3j2�,

which can be used to retrieve S0 and S3, for the given diffrac-
tion intensities. The intensity of the Ex component of the −1
order is

I −1 � jEx
−1j2 � jDL

−1c1hxjRi � DR
−1c2hxjLij2

� jDL
−1j2jc1 � c2j2∕2 � �S0 � S1�jDL

−1j2∕2:

Similarly, the intensity of the Eu component of the�1 order is

I�1 � jEu
�1j2 � jDL

�1c1hujRi � DR
�1c2hujLij2

� jDL
�1hvjEinij2 � jDL

�1j2�S0 − S2�∕2:

Thus, S1 and S2 can be retrieved, for the given S0 and diffrac-
tion intensities. In summary, we can retrieve full Stokes param-
eters with measured intensities I−3, I−1, I�1, and I�3.

APPENDIX C: MORE SPIN OF STATES AND
CALIBRATION

We have measured more states of polarization (SOP) and
calibrated the GPOE polarimeter at 1550 nm with four
photodiode detectors. In Fig. 8(a), theoretical (top panel)
and experimental (bottom panel) detected intensities for linear
polarization incidence of varying polarization angles are shown.
As seen, the experimental intensities show similar dependence
on the polarization angle to the theoretical results. However,
the exact values of theoretical and experimental results show
substantial discrepancy. To retrieve accurate Stokes parameters,
we employ a calibration method [57].

The retrieved Stokes parameters can be calculated as
S 0 � A−1I , where

A �

2
664
0.100 −0.001 0.005 0.093
0.127 0.118 −0.038 0.030
0.131 −0.034 −0.123 −0.029
0.101 0.003 −0.003 −0.095

3
775

is the calibrated instrumental matrix, and I � �I −3, I −1,
I�1, I�3	T is the detected intensities. In Fig. 8(b), we show
theoretical (lines) and retrieved (dots) Stokes parameters
of SOP along the 30° latitude of the Poincaré sphere,
which are obtained by simultaneously rotating HWP and
QWP an angle of θ and 2θ, respectively. We see that the
retrieved Stokes parameters agree well with the theoretical
ones. In Fig. 8(c), we show theoretical and retrieved SOP
on the Poincaré sphere obtained by rotating QWP while
keeping HWP horizontally oriented. The maximum spherical
distance between theoretical and retrieved Stokes vectors
on the Poincaré sphere is around 3°. The spherical distance
is calculated as sin a � ΔS

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4 − ΔS2

p
∕2, where ΔS �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�S1 − S 0
1�2 � �S2 − S 0

2�2 � �S3 − S 0
3�2

p
is the discrepancy

between the theoretical (S) and retrieved (S 0) Stokes vectors.
Advanced calibration is needed to retrieve Stokes vectors that
are more accurate.

APPENDIX D: BEAM PROFILE OF THE
INCIDENT CVB

In Fig. 9(a), we show the optical setup for polarization
imaging of the generated CVB. Here, a vortex retarder plate

Fig. 8. (a) Theoretical (top panel) and experimental (bottom panel)
detected intensities for linear polarization incidence of varying polari-
zation angles. (b) Theoretical (lines) and retrieved (dots) Stokes param-
eters of SOP along the 30° latitude of Poincaré sphere. (c) Poincaré
sphere representation of SOP obtained by rotating QWP while keep-
ing HWP horizontally oriented.

Fig. 9. (a) Optical setup for characterizing the generated CVB (with-
out GPOE) and polarization imaging (with GPOE). (b) Detected
and (c) fitted theoretical intensity maps of the generated CVB.
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(WPV10-780, Thorlabs Inc.) was used to generate the two-
order CVB. An HWP was used to tune the position of the gen-
erated CVB on the high-order Poincaré sphere. We measured
intensities I x , I y, and I v of the incident CVB (without the
GPOE shown in the dashed box) by rotating the polarizer
before the CCD, as shown in Fig. 9(b), respectively. By meas-
uring the azimuthal angle of maximum intensities of petals,
we evaluate parameter α0 to be α0 � 0. Inserting α0 into
Eq. (6), we obtain fitted theoretical intensity maps, as shown
in Fig. 9(c). The fitted theoretical intensity maps agree well
with the detected intensity maps.
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